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COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING .APPLIED TO THE ONE PERIOD, ONE DI:MENSION ~LOCATION MODEL 
by 
James William Lowe 
.ABSTRACT 
The one period, one dimension allocation model is described and 
developed mathematically. Two computational. difficulties are in-
vestigated. 




the model, then no difference could be found in the allocations due 
to the order of consideration of the projects. The projects m~ 
r be numbered in an arbitrary manner and the aJ.locations a.nd the re-
sulting total returns will be the same. 
The incremental computing cost versus the incremental gain in 
returns can result in having to compute a model in which a sizable 
amount of total return may be missing. An. a.tt-empt was made to 
smooth the allocation curves (allocation to a project versus amount 
available to allocate) with polynomial regression. This was done 
to improve the allocations and the resulti_ng total returns. The 
results were mixed for the two test problems~ with aver.age improve-
ments ranging from 0-2%. 
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The one period, one dimension fillocation model is d.ese:rihed, and 
developed rnathematicfilly. Two computationai difficulties a.re in.--
vestigated. 
If enumeration is used to progress from stage to i:Jta.ge through , 
the model, then no difference could be -found in the a.lloeations due 
to the order of consideration of the projects. The projects ma;.v 
"! be numbered in an arbitrary manner and the allocations ahd, [the re-, 
sulting total returns will be the same. 
·l) 
The incremental computing cost vers.us the increments:+ ga.:in in 
returns can result in having to compute a model in WhiCh a s;izable 
a.mount of totai return may be missing. An. attempt was ill13,de to 
smooth the fillocation curves ( allocation to a proje.cit ve,;i:-sl.l,S ainQllht, 
available to fillocate) with polynomiai ree;rE;?¢Sion. This was done 
to improve the allocations and the resulting total returns. 
T·•h· '··e· . .. 
. . . . ' . . 
results were mixed for the two test problems t 'with,. average improve-




































































Suppose a company is considering an investme.nt in a group of' ac"" 
tivities called projects. A project here :ilieans a nbla.ck. l:)ox" into 
which the company puts money and which in turn yie,lcis a retwn tin 
this money. A project might be: new manufacturing facilities,. new 
product lines, a bo.nd yielding a f'ixed p·ercentage or :eve:n id.le 
capital yielding nothing. 
According to Dean (1), the company then has. the capital budgeting 
problem. This problem concerns the f'ollowing three ·questions; arid 
their answers: 
(1) How much money is needed to finance each q:f the projects2 






(3) How much of the available money should he al-located to 
each of the projectst 
The first question, not fully discussed her,e, can be solved by 
cost analysis. The only phase of this question llhi¢h must be.kept 
in mind is: is there an a.mount of money beloV which. this project 
ceases to be a viable one. For example, if bonds are sold in $1,0QQ 
units then it makes little sense to allocate $950 to a bond project • 
The company's source of money generally comes f'rom two Places: 
retained earnings and depreciation charges (internal), and borrowed 
or equity money (external). Both internal and external fcIOurcea. of 
• 





















































































































capital is the company's inter·es·t: rate. On borrowed money the 
company pays this interest cost directly. .On internal money the 
company loses this interest cost as an opportunity cost. On equity 
money the cost is partly interest cost (dividend) an..d p_·.ar·t-ly oppor~-
tuni ty cost. One other fact should stand out here, though, and that 
is the fact that the company's amount of capital i~_ limite.d. ·Thi·s 
means that decisions are necessary to answer the third of: Dean's 
questions; to wit: "How much of the available money should be al-
located to each of the projects?" This is the q_uestion of .concern 
here. 
The basic idea in capital allocation ·is. that the -!host mo-ne:y :L$ 
placed with the project which yields t.he great.est return.- Ori the . . . . 
surface this looks like a simple problem. :Howeve~., it has m~ny 
complications. The complications can be grouped under the two: 
headings of dimensionality and periodicity. 
The periodicity of a :project involves the numbe-r df· .a.ccollhting· 
. periods included in a planning horizon. Norm.ally, a,, ,company us~s a 
year as the length of its accounting period. Now the problem so 
far as periodicy is concerned!) is when do we say that the return w·i:l::L 
be evaluated and compared, and how do we handle the re:i.nyestments, ,arid 
disinvestments and disinvestments is much more: complicate.a.. Fbr 
this reason and to highlight the computational nature of the proble.m. 
only the single accounting period model will be discus:sed here. 
The ·dimensionality of a project or problem involve.s the number 
of constraints to which the decision variable is subj ect.:ed.. Here the 
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decision variable is money and many constraints could be· imposed 
upon it, such as total amount, source o:r f'unds, maximum cost of:· 
capital, minimum return and others. This study concerns. q·rµy th.e: one 
dimension problem ( one constraint) ; that constraint be.ing the maxi--
mum a.mount of money which can not be exceeded. 
Then the subject matter of this thesis w:tl-1 be based upon :·th~ 
single period, single dimension allocation model. 
The allocation model described can be s,olved in -~ numb·er of ways. 
These are: enumeration, classical calculus, Lagrang_e multipliers., 
linear programming, sequential search, and dynaJD:ic prograinming.. The 
dyna..mic programming solution to this allocatit5n mcidel wi·11 be in-
vestigated here. 
Dynamic programming has good mathematical ~<iv-an.tages ~rg1Ji~ng: 
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problems in its application. Here we will attempt to h_igh.l_ight some 
of these computational problems and attempt t.o .provide some guide 
as to how to avoid or minimize them. 
The computational problems associated ·with tn.e· ·eyham5·c program-
ming solution to this allocation problem are: 
( 1) Incremental gain in returns from the aJ location '1ilode1 y~:r-sllS: 
incremental computation cost. 































































































BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
The One Period, One Dimension Allocation Model 
Companies :face three tasks in the management of their fi:nan·cial . 
health. They must find an efficient proceciure for handling: :capita.I 
budgets , expenditures , and results of' expendi.tures. .Th.ey: ID.us-t: for--
cast cash flows and resources that will be availa.bl:e for i,nvestme:ht.~ 
Lastly, companies must ration a finite supp-J,_y of :rnofi<=y among com-
peting investment projects. That is, a fi:x;ed arriou:nt .of money must. be. 
allocated among a list of competing projects. s·:-o as ·to. maximize th·e 
return. 
Within the last of these three tasks there are. :imbedo.~d three 
problems of allocating money to projects. ~ese three ·prob-lems ar-e-
the capital allocation problem of Dean ( 5). 
The first problem, not the s.ubject of this. thesis~- is: Row 'much 
money is needed to finance each of the projects?·· This tb.esis assumes 
that money can be allocated to a project within a ·range from no money 
up to and including the total amount of money available. The ~ount 
of money allocated to a project will res11lt in a re-t.-urn. :.c5t1 that mon¢y 
which can cover the open interval (-oo ·to +a:,·). The amount of· ~oney 
allocated to a project may also be constrained l::>y :n·avi:ng to a11·oc:ate 
it in multiples of some amount. For example~ i:f lat.lies are bei;pg 
purchased they must be purchased in m11ltiples of' si_ngle lathe valu·es .• 
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much money is available to place into the pro,je.cts·? The .c.om.p:any c·an 
get money from internal and external source.fl. t.n. th:is t.hesi·s all 
money is assumed to have the same time value Qr· eo:st 'Of c·a::pit~l.- This 
i 
cost of capital will therefore not be a factor: ·.in the further ·analys-is ·! 
The amount of money available for .app'.iicatt.qn to the proje,ct.s is 
limited and, therefore, decisions as to where to pl~ce the money w·iil 
be necessary in order to maximize the return ·on investment .. 
{ 
This leads to the subject of this thesis:: How mµcll mo.·ney s·hould; 
be placed with each project in a list of projec·t.s in order \o maximi.ze·: . 
the total return from the list of projects? 
The capital allocation model assumes, then, that .~ spe.ci.fied a.moilnt 
of money will be rationed among a known list o.f project,s. The :o'bject 
of the model is to maximize the monetary return from :the 11st. Ori~. 
constraint present in this model is that only one accountfng perio'Cl 
will be considered. This is typically one year and wil.l be .referred 
to as such. The money will be subject to only one: ¢onstraint:;, that. 
being the total amount available. This is known a:s the singl.ie · 
period, single dimension allocation problem. In this thesis· the, ·t4t.ng 
allocated will be referred to as money. 
The Characteristics and Assumptions of the Mo·del. 
A specified (limited) quantity of money is to be allocated. The 
money is to be used in the producation of certain products or services 
called projects. In each project where the money is used a monetary 
return is generated by the project by the end of the accounting period. 
The returns from different projects are all in money so they can be 
'41. 































































































































compared and added. The return from any project is in..d~pendent of' the·: 
allocations to, and the returns from, the other prq_jects .. The totaj__ 
return is the sum of the individual project returns·.·" The :p_rob.le_:m .i.s;: 
What is the maximum return from the list of projects and what. ·al-
locations among the list of projects must be made to a.chiev.e it, • 
The Dynamic Programmi" ng Approach 
. .. . Dynamic Programming is a mathematical approach for ·bptilllizing 
multi-stage decision problems. The allocation process ju.st de:;;,cribed 
can be thought of as multi-stage if viewed in the· prop.e~ way. 
Dynamic programming compares the results Of st:_age by ~t:age· de!'-
cisions and choose the optimizing sequence.. There is no st:a.ndard · 
:form of dyna:mi c programming but it can be tai--lor·ea. to the·· -&.ll"Cicat:fton 
i 
. , . 
. ' 
. { problem just described. 
A dynami c programming allocation problem can be broken int tr ~any 





projects. At each level of project considerati_on the: list ·pf pro..-
jects ~d allocations is in one of many states.. That- is, a certain 
amount of money has been allocated to each :of the proj ec.ts in the 
subset. A set of sequential decision rw.:~·s :cover.ing each all,c)eati;on 
over all projects is called a policy. The ·object of dynarni c :program-
ming is to arrive at the optimum return from the list of -proj:ec_ts 
which is the result of the optimum policy. 
Dynamic prograrmning moves through stages (project subsets) and 
transforms the state variables (allocations) based on Bellman's (\}( 
principle of optimality. which states: 
' : . _., ! 
' 








































































































property that whatever the initial state and ·initial decisi:oh ar.e~ 
the remaining decisions must constitute an optim.al policy with regar.d ,1, 
to the state resulting from the first decision·.u The ·principle of 
optimality provides the basis for linking an n -st:a.g,e allocation pro-
1 
cess to the (n-1) stage allocation process so t'hat the optimum de-
cision can be reached stepwise. 
' 
Using dynamic programming to solve the one period, -one dimension 1 
allocation we start with one project. We find the optimal poli.cy for 
that project. We then add a project and determine an. optiII1~ pdlicy 
for it based upon the optimal policy for the first -project.. .Another 
project is added and its optimal policy is dete.rmined based upon the 
optimal policies of the first two projects. This process. is conti·nued': 
• until all projects have been included. We see that dyna:mj Q IYr_ogrammi ng 
is a method of breaking a problem into sub-problems (proj·ec.t, by- projec ) . 
. ~. 
· .. 
Dynamic programming has many advantages when applied to this 
allocation process. It can handle non-convex- arid disqoptinu.c:rus, 
I functions. It yields an optimal solution in a· f'inite number :of ~t·eps ~ \ 
and it is easily programmed for the digital computer. 
· This allocation problem meets dynan1i c prograrn:mi'ng co:hstrai-nts~ 
i.e., it can be modeled by dynamic programming. The re.lationship be-
tween projects is simple; there is only one state variable, and --the 
returns are additive. The amount of computation -i~ much smaller than 
the amount gotten by simple enumeration. The reason for this is 
that we proceed from project to project using the princi:ple of opti-
























The Mathematics of the Model 
• 
The following mathematical development follows tha.t' of Ad.a:msr fl) 
• 
and the preceding sections. 
, A company has x amount of money to place in a 1:i;st of n. ;projects, 
and the allocation o:f xi amount o:f money tq project i yields an a.mo1111t 
o:f money called the return valued at r1 (xi). ·r . ·(-·JC._, ). ·__ i:s a .. known . l. -.. ]_ . . . 
fun ct ion and O < x. < X. In this al.location problem all. money (X) is l 
assumed to be used, even if it placed into a bond yield:(:n:g a fi.ted 
rate of return or into a project yielding notlli,ng. Tlus .l'eS:ults. in 
the total return R being a ±'unction of n variables;" where 
( 1) 
x. is the amount of money allocated to the i...:th project (i ·;:< 1,2;• .. n). l 









X. > 0 1-
= X i = 1. :,. 2 , ...... n 
i: = l. , 2 .. , :e •. ~ n 
The r. (x.) must be a bounded function for O~x. $ X; and, a l l 1 
reasonable approximation of the physical world. Under these con ... 
ditions it is reasonable to expect that there is an allocation Which 
maximizes R and satisfies conditions (2) a.nd (3). -~ The method o.f· 
. .. . ·- . . ., '. . 
.. dynami c programming can be applied to this problem B.r:td leads .. to the ' . 
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I:f the projects are numbered in some arb:it:r,a.ry, but fixe·d. manner; I, 















where j = 1, 2, ... n 
.·~ 
., 
·i. :;:::.: 1. · 
·. .. !,- 2s •. ·•·., :j_ 
i = i .,.. '.2·, ... : •..• ,: .J 
and ·O < X :< x. -~· '~- .- . 
Let a problem be called the problem (j ;x} if ·th.ere are: j'. pl:-oj·ects 
and x amount o:f money involved. For exam.p·le the' inde:x (n_,xJ. r.efers 
to the parent problem. 




the prob 1 em ( j , x) , j = 1 , 2 , .•. n and O $ x -~ X .• Then ( 4) :f' 1 ( x) == r:l ( x) 
because all x a.mount o:f money must be allocat·ed and there: is only .one 
. ' 
* project. * x2' ... ' x. is the optimal allo.cation for the problem J 
* * * (j, x), then x1 , x2 , •.• , xj-l is the optimal allocation fo:r the, 
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l = * x-x. 
J 








f'rom (5) and (6) 




. ... __ 
.-
Since x. is the optimal allocation of' money to project j f'Qr the J 
problem ( j, x) it f'ollows that x; is the value Of' ocj which maximizes 
the quantity 
Therefore, 











































··J . .. . . 12 
Solving eq_uations (7), a set of functional :equations with initia'l 
conditions speci:fied will lead to the optimal (maximum) answer to the·r. 
allocation problem. Ail solutions to sub-problems ( j, x) wi.11 b·e 
-:found. 
In general, it is not possible to ·express th.e sc>luti:on in =t·ern1$·· 
of elementary functions, but it is ·possible to. find the v·al:ues o.f· xj, , 
for as many values of x as desired; i-. e. , .. x ·may be dis.cr.etized, in..t.oi 
an arbitrary number of parts . 
The tot al money:, X, is divided into K parts ·so th:at· h.: = X/K; 
then the problem ( j, x) becomes the problem ( j., k) where O.~ k~ I( and 
k is x/h. Then all allocations are of the form x. =; L .. k. where L. is 
an integer. 
Now all allocations must satisfy 
It follows that 
k, L.~O, i = 1 l, 
\· 
2.. .J·.·· .•. . .. ,. ,;: . ~.: 
·· 1. + 1 
; 
K may be fixed which fixes h; then f ( j ,. k.h) becomes. :f ( j ~ k); 
r. (L. , h) becomes r. L and the problem ( j , kh) becomes the· J?..roblem 1 1 1, i 
(j, k) and equations (7) become 




:rl,k - rl,k - j = 1 
k o, 1, 2, . .. K. -- . 
•... 
•i 



















Equations ( 8) can be progra;mmed :for· the digital comp·ute:r. The 
computer tabulates the functions fj,k' k = 0-, I, 2 •.• ,. K starting_ 
with f 1 k. The largest of the enumeration o.f all possible c-ases '.is: 
' 
. ., the maximum . In general storage will be ·1ess· of a problem than comp\l~ 
ter time for these allocations since f m.ay· be discar·d.e:d as s.oon j-~-1.,k 
as f j ,k is calculated. 
To find f j ,k for a given j and k the c:.e:>mp11te·r ·finds .. the value 
of L. satisfying the condition O ~ L. ~ k wh·ich max_::Lm±.z.es the· quantity· J J 
r + f 
. j ,L. j-1,k-L. J J 
The maximizing value of L·. depends on, k arrd i:s -tab.Ul.ated as· J 
Lj ,k. A table is develoepd of the form:: 
k 





Suppose now the table is completed :for the- _ptoblem (_j, ·k.) • The 
* optimal allocation Lj will be found at Lj ,k in the table. Now the 
( *) * .. problem remaining is j-1, k-L. and L. 1 will b·e found in the table J J-
* * * We proceed through the table until L1 , L2 , ... , Lj at Lj-1,k-L~· J 
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The original problem was ( j , ·x) and x was dis.cret-ize.d. into' ~/h 
parts giving the problem ( j, k). It is true that 
. h * lim · L. 
l 
h-+0 
(h) * = X. 
1 
i = 1., 2, ... , j. 
That is; as we make the dollar incr·einen:ts: stnaller the tabul~r so.--
lutions approach the true solutions. As h b·-~.Gomes s:tnaJ..ler·, k ·becom~s 
larger and the computing time rises _rapidly. In fact, th~ number: 6:f 
compa.ris ons for each project ( j) is given b·y the. s·UJii. of the first 
2 .. · k integers[k(k+l)-;. 2Jor approximately by k -;-· 2. If there a.re n 
2: projects then the number of comparisons will pe nk. +· 2·. For ·example., 
if we are considering 100 projects and we decide to b:r;·te~. t.h.e money 
- .. -2 into 10,000 increments we find that we would have to do- 50 x 1.0 ,·ooo 
= 5 x 109 comparisons. This is a. large task even for ''third gene-
ration" scientific computers. If figure one is c.ons1:+J:te.d,. an ap-
proximate idea of computer cost can be gotten.: It can. be $ .. een that 
computer costs mount rapidly as the amount of money is ·disc-retized to 
finer amounts ( k is increased) . For example, the problem ab:ove would ,.· 
cost $80,000 to solve on an IBM 360/50 costing about one o.o.ll·ar :per 
minute to operate. If any changes . were made in the r~-turn functions; 
then the process would have to be repeated. The point is ttat there 
I 
may be a substantial remaining incremental gain in total returns. :for 
a further increase in the number of units of mo~etary di vision, but 
" it mey cost more to calculate the allocations than the increme.ntal 
gain in total returns is worth. 
., 
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From each table ( j , k) an alloc'ation curve can be dei;;e,ttni:ned .for 
each project ( i) . This allocation curve for eac;:h project fiJ will 
change as the number of increments (k) is increased; i.e., a.s 
k?cx,(h ?0) the curve will approach the curve fOr project (i) when 
0 $ x. $ x in a continuous manner. If the allocation curve for small 1 
values of h could be approximated by a Smoothed allocation cur.ye for 
large values of h; then possibly the incremental increase in total 
returns could be gotten without a corresponding large increase in 
.. 
computation costs. In Chapter III two specific J;>rOblems will be 
tested to find out the potential of this idea. 
Another possible problem that arises is the order itr which 
the projects are considered by the computational mo·.ae,:i.. 











































THE COMPUTATIONAL EXPERI:MENTS 
The Two Problems 
The projects used in the computations are .o,f two typ·es_; :a. b·ond 
yielding a fixed 10 percent return and projects re··.flect.f·ng the "law 
of variable proportions". In thE!se projects as the :?,m.ount of money 
is increased the return :first goes through a stag_e o:r. i:nc·reasirig 
marginal return and then a stage of diminishin'g .. mar_gin.al ·retµrI1S. 
These projects are also analytical functi.Q,US for ease· O·f COii'.Lp,utatiOn·. 












r ( x) - 0.10 X -
·1 
r2 ( x) - l ._ .. exp (-10./x-) -
r3 ( x) ·- ·2 ·• exp ( -10/x,} 
r4 (x) - 3: ... exp (-·-10/x) -
r.5, ·c x) -. 4. .. :e::x:p· C-10/x) -
:r.6 (x.} - 5 .. eJg> c-~10/'x} ~· 
r7 ( xJ = 6 · exp .( ... 10/x;) 
·rs {x) = 7· • ex,p (-10 /x}' 
r-9 (x) = 8 • exp (-10/x) 
r 10 (x) = 9 · exp (~10/x) 
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Problem one consists of project one ( the bond) and th'e j::p:rb,}ec.t.s 
two through ten. 
through eleven. 
Problem two consists of no bond and projects two ·,-.. 
. 
. 
A computer program was written in Fortran which calculated t·he 
allocation tables for these two problems ( see A..ppen.d.i-4 }. TJ+e program 
was designed such that the money was firs.t broken into ·t:he same num-ber of increments as there are number of proj:ects (in th·ese two 
problems , ten) . The allocations for the paren,t: prob:lem ( 10 ,K} and 
all sub-problems are made and the values of the ma.xi".In.Ulii totaI. returr1~: for the parent problem ( 10 ,K) and sub-problems of th_e. t:ype· { 10 j:k..) 
are determined. The program then doubles K (halves h) and rec·a:Lcu--
lates the same quantities. A typical output o·f the program for 
problem two with $1000 .. 00 broken into 20 increments of $50 •. ·oo ~a.:.ch ·i,s: 
as follows • • 
.,t:> 
Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6, L L L9 LlO 
.l 10 ,k 
7 8 $00 • 000 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0· 0 0 0 8 • l 07 (_, 1 1 1 .1 l l 1 .l 1 1 -15 
r- C / 2 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1. 1 
• 
) ) (' . /..,, 
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44 0- 1 9 5 4 3 2· 2· ·2 
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·· __ .· 4 8. 1+ 74 6 
.4 
.4 :,_~ 2 .. 
15 9 5 3: 
·_3 2 . . . 48 • 905 16 9 7 5 4. 4 3 3: _3: 
' . . 
2· 49 • 249 17 10 7 5 ·5 4 3. 
. . 3, 3.. ,2 49 • 556 18 11 8 6" 4: 4 -5: ,3: 
·3 3 
.. 
49 • 832 19 11 8 6 5 4. .4, 
.3 ·3· "3: 50 090 20 12 8 6 6 4 '4 
























.. , . 
·2·'0··. . . .· 
The allocations in units of $50.00 for each project qf the 
parent problem are underlined as is f 10 , 20 ($50.090) the total 
return from the maximum allocations. 
A similar table for problem one shows: 
Ll - l7 
L2 =· 0. 
t ·= ·o 
·3. 
:L4 = 0 
L =· 0 5 
L6 = -0 
L·. - ·o 7· 
LB = 1 
L9 = I 
LlO = l 
fl0,20 = $l04.650 
Both problems one and two were solved us.ing ey:trf!m) c J?rogra;mrnip:g 
for K going from 10-500. Also, problem one Was solved b;t cons-ideriijg 
the projects in the order of one through ten (forward) and then 
in the order ten through one (backward). The results of the solu-
tions are listed below as the total return for the parent problem 
















































COMPUTATIONAL ORDER OF PROJECT CONSIDERATION 
Problem Two 
Forward 
:$· ·49. 76604 
50.09044 
:"5:0.16412 




The results for Problem one indicate that ·the orde·,r. of pr·ojec.t 
consideration does not affect the answers. This was furt:her checked 
by running problem one in other orders and c1ls.o running problem one 
using 15 digit precision. No different answers were gotten.. No. 
computational errors propagated through the mcrd.e·l regardle:ss of pro.j::ec:i 
ordering. This result was also obtained fo·r :otller. problems, ·all :having 
analytical functions for project returns, bu.~ n.Qt. having return curves 
that exhibited the "law of variable proportiop.s''. The results were 
• 
the same. Possibly in problems having projects with non-analytical 
return functions (step functions, impulse function9 ) the computational 
order would have an ef'f'ect upon the answer. This was not ·exa.mjned here • 
One would suspect, though; that since complet'e. enumerati·on :is· used to 
move :from one project subset to another that the computational order of 
project consideration would not have an effect on.the results obtained . 


































AJ,LOCATION CURVE SMOOTHING 
Each problem has a total re.tur·n .from the par:ent proble~rt that 
is a function of K (or k). If figure three is conswted·; the it1~ 
crease in total return, (R) , from the proj e·cts .o'f problem one can b·e 
seen plotted against the number of uni ts of money (K}. For· ·K equal 
... ' to twenty the total return is 93% of the final return of $112 •. 04·. Now 
with a one period, one dimension allocation model with ·ten projects 
• there is little problem with determining tt.e all.oca.t·ions: a.nd ·the. 
resulting limiting total re-turns. Computer time will not: be .a 
significant cost. However, with multi-dimensional, ;rn,1.u ti~pe.ri.od 
. 
models the computer time can be a significant cost it:em if '4yna;mi.c 
programming alone is used. The same could be true ·of t·he one :period," 
one dimension, problems if large numbers of· p·roje.cts and 1·.arge amounts 
of capital are considered. As was stated earli.er there may be a 
significant gain in total return available for smaller values of h_ 
( larger K) , but the computer cost may be very high in order to· .solve . 
the problem. Therefore, figure three may be thought of as a cost 
versus benefit curve since the abcissa can be transl~ted. directly 
into money. The result is that it is not profitable for problem 
one to go from K=l60 to K=500 since the incremental gain is abo~t 
$0. 06 while the incremental cost is about $18. 00 in compute.r t,i1I1e. 
With the foregoing in mind, a method of determining the allocations by 
a less expensive method was investigated. If the table on page 19 is 
consulted it can be seen that the allocation to each project is a 
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is considered. In the liip.iting case when h ~ 0 (K~oo ) a ,smooth 
curve of allocation to a project versus a.mount' available fo.r allbcat:io,r1 
to it is conceivable. When h is large there is al·so available· a crude:: :. 
approximation to this smooth curve. This crude curve for say K=20 
is available very cheaply from the dynamic program r·urt on the computer:. 
An attempt was made for both problems one and two to make alloc:--
ation in this manner. Computer programs were written that wohl:d 
smooth the allocation curves and make allocations. They di:d t·his :in 
three steps; first the allocation for each project ·versus units of' 
money was calculated for a parent problem and pun:ch.e:d i:t;tt:o. J .• :B.M:~ 
cards by a program listed in the Appendix. Th~ pr:ogram is .n·ort--
interati ve; it calculates and punches one· par~nt problem alloc~tion. 
set for all :projects. These cards are then used by· the polynomial 
curve fitting program. 
The polynomial regression program follows t:he ·:method .o.f 
Ostle (15) in its computational scheme. Polynomia]_~ .of the fo::rm 
3 + a 3x ... 
• p 
" 
are fitted to the allocation data from the dync3111i .c :programroi ng 
solution. The fitting is done by starting with t:he zero~tn :p.owe.r-
of x and increasing one power at a time. The. d.ecisj,otl. to i.nG:rease is 
based upon an analysis of variance. The ·an:a.lysis of variance compares 
the sums of squares due to regression with the· sums of Squares about 
the regression. If there is no improvement for x0 then the polynomial 
+ ... + n-1 a 1x n- is used. The program stops at 


































problems. The polynomial regression program then list5: :actual and 
estimated allocations. The actual and estimated value.s are also 
plotted for ease of verification. The polynomial -regressi.op. l?.=+O'.gra.m · 
also punches the a coefficients :for use ih the alloc-ation .. pr:ogr.am. n-1 
The polynomial regression program and typical :outJ}ut are in tb.e-
Appendix . 
The coefficients of the polynomials giving t,h,e :aii:oc~t,i,O:ns tor 
each project are used to arrive at a new set- <:>:f a.1·1.-0·-c:ation·s for ·tne 
problem. The method consists of making the all:ocat:i_on .. fqr· the ,j·-tp. 
project that the j-th polynomial equation s..ays ·i:s· a.pJ;rr-opri,ate- i_f" al._l 
money is available. Then the money alloc.ated is s·ubtracte,d :fr.om. th·e 
total and that amount is used by the polynomial :equation ·fqr t:ne j~l 
project to make an allocation to the j-1 proj e·ot. 'The riew -a.mount .. ·:o-f 
money available is obtained by subtraction and the: allocation is ·maci.e 
to the j-2 project. This process is completed unt-i_i all the ntortey 
is allocated or all projects have been considered. The ~lloc·a.ti,on. 
program and sample output can be found in the Appendix_= ... 
The results of this three program process can be compare·d wit]:x 
the simple o::,1 nami c progra;mmj ng results to see if there are s,uJ?e:r::L:o.r 
allocations obtainable for less computer cost:. These compari:so_n:s 
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Parent Problen1 of Teri Pr~o,jects and $1000.00 
,· 
Dyn. Frog. 
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PROBLEM T\iO 
Parent Problem of Ten Projects(No Bond) and $1000.00 
Dyn. Prog. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSI:ONS 
Cost Versus Bene:fits 
The one period, one dimension allocation problem s.olved by 
dynamic progrrumning can lead to large computational costs. ThiP is 
true when each stage (project) is evaluated by enumeration. Th:e 
test problems used here are not large enough (many projects) nor 
do they involve enough money to make a large value of K necessary .. 
However, they were used to illustrate the problem and investigate 
a proposed solution. The cost of solution is. proportional to the 
number of projects (N) and the number of :units of money {K) as 
follows: 
Cost= c K(K-l)N 
2 
where c is a constant of proportionalit.Y or 
2 Cost~ c' ·K ·N 
The computing cost for each of the two problems is ab.out $100 .. Qq. if 
N=lO and K=lOOO with the computing done on an Il3M 360/ 50. The bene-
fits from these two problems are in the range of $50 to $110 and the 
bulk ( 99. 9+%) of that can be determined with K = l60 ( comptr:blng cost 
about $3.00). This means that c' is approximately equal to 
10-5 Dollars 
(No. Project)(Monetary Units)2 
for an IBM 360/50 . 
I -
i 












The problem of computation cost is important only when the incre-
mental computation cost is large compared with a large remaining 
incremental total return. 
.... 
Computational Order of Project Consideration 
Problem one was computed considering the projects from o.ne to: 
ten. ( foreward) and from ten to one (backward). No difference ·tn· 
allocat 1 ons or total returns could be found. Th:Ls means that. tn.e. 
enur:~e1·ation method of stage evaluation does not prop_agate errors 
through the model . 
Allocation Curve Smoothing 
Smoothing of the allocation curves ( allocat::ion t.o -~- pro_ject 
versus money available to allocate) leads to some t.otai ret·urn im-
provement. 
For problem one an improvement cannot be calculated. Some s.mall 
impro··vernents can be seen in the table on pa·ge 26. The typical im-
proverner1t is non-existent~ though. This is due to the :fact, that at 
the level of K where the allocation curves becaxne reasona.b'ly smooth., 
the incremental improvement in total .retw:ns available is' a~1most 
non-existent . 
In problem two, however, the situation is different. J:.f the, 
table on page 27 is consulted, then at K=lO(h=$100) a.n .ave.r:age ·-im-
provement takes place away from the end point. This is probably 
because the end points are.not affected by the smoothing techniques. 


















' I ;. 
30 
total to be allocated is large, say $1,000,000 ( 2% - $2000). '!'ne: 
author thin.ks that a future study of the allocation curve smoothing 
should include a problem of more periods a,ndlarger dj_lJ).ensionality. 
This study would more clearly show the ·l?c)ssi.ble i:mpr·oyement of total 
returns available with the allocation curve smoothing technique .• 
The improvements would probably be larger than two percent l3.IIO. t.he 
computer costs would also be larger. However, there-. :h~s b:e,en an 
order of magnitude decrease in the cost of computing every t;h;tee or 
four years. If this continues, then the need f'or the tnirve smoothing 
would. diminish . 
Conclusions 
The computation cost involved in solving the One peri.od, Ohe 
dimension allocation model can be lowered. The polynomial curve 
:fitting approach produces savings which a.re not large or dependable. 
Further work on larger problems using other curve fitting techniques 
would be necessary to develop a technique which would produce. Ille.re 
dependable savings . This would be balanced against the gr.eater 
dependability and higher cost of straight dynamic p:rogra:rt1JJ)ing using 
enumeration to proceed from stage to stage. 
The projects in the problems modelled here may be nuniber.E;d 
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~UMBER OF OBSFRVAflUN, 28 
?OLYNOMIAL MEGRESSIUN UF DEGREE 1 









1 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
------- ~---
------------ -- ---
SOURCE OF VARIATION DEGREE OF SUH OF MEAN f 
FREEDOM SQUARES SQUARE VALUE 
DUE 10 REGRESS-ION, --T 182.85933 182.85933 1665.29541 
DEV I AT I ON ABOUT REGRESSION 26 2.85495 0.10980 
TOTAL 27 185. 71428 
-- -- --
POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF DEGREE 2 
INTERCEPT 0.5566502034E 00 
"":. -·-· - - - - :·.- ·- .. -·-· -- . - - - ----- ·~--
... - . 
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
o.29021q3ssoE oo o.96B3So11o~e~o3 
. . ...:. ~ .:.__ ... :::... . . ' .-,- -· ' -----
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 2 6E~~EE POLYNOMIAL 
SOU~CE OF VARIATION DEGREE OF 
FREEDOM 






. '•·· .:. . 
IMPROVEMENT I~ TERMS 
OF SUM OF SQUARES 
182.85833 
-~;:;- . -.-.. ------
' 
..., - --- _ ..... -- __ ,- '._. ·-- -·' - . "' . : : ' .. · .. 
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T1]Thl 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 3 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
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IMPROVEMENT I~ TERMS 
OF SUM OF SQUARES 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR 4 DEGREE POLYNOMIAL 
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JOfAL 27 185. 71428 
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THE MONEY ALLOCATED TO PROJECT 10 IS 0.9327301E 02 DOLLARS, GIVING A RETURN OF 0.8983350E 01 DOLLARS THE MONEY ALLOCATED TO PROJECT 9 IS 0.1043284E 03 DOLLARS, GIVING A RETURN OF O 81 7-r ,: c, , r· a , q ..1 ,. J L 0 1_ rHlLL ~-nc; THE MONEY ALLOCATED TO PROJECT 8 IS 0.1007729E 03 DOLLARS, GIVING A RE TURN OF 0 7 2 I, , ~. C -·, ,-,Si - ·f>~- l'~ ~· ..:.,'· ;.: r I : \.. . ' r · 1: l f J ,,_, ~ 'f. C ..)J THE MONEY ALLOCATED TO PROJECT 1 IS 0.1043557E 03 DOLLARS11 GIVING A RETURN OF 0.636035"'.·E 02 f.}J .: '-- -\R ~ THE MONEY ALLOCATED TO PROJ EC f 6 IS 0.1000852E 03 OOLlARS11 GIVING 11. RETURN OF 0.5429487E 0 J. ,[Ii ' A. c::; i .• ·,_. ·--~ t_ : . 
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~KOGRAM-OYNAMIC ~ROGRAMMING ITERATIVE CALCULATION 
AND PkINT OF ALLOCATIONS 
THIS ~KUGRAM CALCULATES ALLOCATIONS FOR PROJECTS 
USING UYNAMIC PROGRAMMIMG. IT MAKES THE GRID FINER 
B Y h A I_ V I N G T H E I N T E R V A L S • 
IN~UT-NUMBEk OF PROJECTS AND AN AMOUNT OF MONEY 
0 lJ T ~ LJ T - A P k I N T OU T f OR E A C H L E VE L O F GR I D F I NE NE S S 
THIS µROGRAM CALLS SUBROUTINE RETS 
INTEGER CAkO,PkINT,SUB 
DIMENSION F(501),L(501,11),SAVEF(501) 
C O M rv·1 CJ ,\J K I ( 5 0 1 ) 
FORi'.,1AT ( I 2/F20.0) 
~0kt~AT(lX,El7.7,3X,10110) 
F O k H A T ( 1 X , 1 T A 8 L E N O • 1 , I 2 , 1 R E S UL T S F R OM D I V I D I NG 1 , / , 1 X l , F 11J o CJ , 
1 1 DCJLLARS INTO',/,lX,Il0, 1 INCREMENTS OF 1 ,/,1X,Fl0.4, 
2 ' DOLLARS EACH AND CONSIDcRING',I3, 1 PROJECTS') 
500 FOkMAT(lX, 'THE TABLE GIVING THE BEST RETURNS IS 1 ,I10l 










1,'L(4) 1 , 
1 T68, 'L ( 5) 1 ,T78, 1 L( 6) ',T88, 'L( 7 l ', T98 , 1 L( 8) 1 ,T108, 1 L( 
1 y ) ' ' 
2 Tl17,'L(l0)') 
F O k iJi A T ( 1 1 ) 
t= 0 k /'-1 A T ( 1 1 1 ) 
CAR.0=8 
PR l i~ T = 5 
kEAD(CAKD,100) N,XCAP 
I F ( f \J ) 1 , 2 , 1 
K Nl1 = U 
MAX S ~A.J = 0 
KCAr>=f\J 
t=OLD=o.o 
KOL [l =O 
K L I f v': = K C A P + 1 
DO 3 J=l,KLIM 
SA V !: r-= ( J) =O. 0 
DO 4 I= 1 , N 
L( 1,1 )=O 
H=XCA~/KCAP 
DO 20 l=l,N 
CALL kETS(H,KLIM,I) 
DO 30 J=l?KLIM 
F(J)=SAVt:F{J) 
DO 2U J=2,KLIM 
JPLl=J+l 
JJ=U 


























F C O , .. , = F S T O R 












Wk I Tc ( t->kI f\JT 9 600) 
l)[I 25 J=lrKLI1V1 
Wk I TE (µRI f\JT, 200) SAVEF ( J), ( L ( J, I), I =1, N) 
~
1k I Tc ( Pk lf\JT 91000) 
W. k l T t= ( ~ K I f\J T 9 l O O O ) 




f'.~ A X S ~...; = 1 
KCAi-J=O. -/5*KCAP 
GO TO 10 
8 0 K O L D = K f\J 0 
FOLfJ=FSAVE 





GO TU 10 
90 WkITt(PRINT,500)KOLD 
GO TU 5 





















~KOGkAM-NON-ITERATIVE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
ALL~CATIONS WITH PUNCHED OUTPUT 
THIS ~KUGkA~\ MAKES CALCULATIONS FOR ONE LEVEL 
0 ,- ~ I 1\J t 1\J E S S A f\J D P lJ N C H E S D A T A C A R D S F O R TH E 
J.J O L Y hJ LJ {\·, I A I_ C U k V E F I T T I N G P k O G R A M • 
. INµUT-NUMBtk OF ~ROJECTS, AMOUNT OF MONEY, AND 
T H E ~J l J 1"·1 t1 t k C) F I f\J T E k V A L S 
T r1 I S ~ k u G K A i\·1 C A L L S S U R O U T I N E R E T S 
INTEG~k CAkD,PkINT,SUB,ROW,COL,VECTR(20),PUNCH 
0 I ~, C r" S I O ~J t- ( 4 U 1 l , L ( 4 0 1 , 1 1 I , S A V E F ( 4 0 1 l , L C A R D ( 4 0 1 , 1 1 l 
C O jv': (v\ LJ /\: k I ( 4 U 1 ) 
t= CJ K , .., A T ( 2 U I 4 ) 
~ C) k , ~ i\ T { I 2 / r 2 o • o ) 
t-= 0 k i'-1 AT ( 1 X , E 1 7. -/ , 3 X, 1 0 I 1 0 ) 
400 FUk1,'1AT( lX, 'TABLE NO.', I2, 1 RESULTS FROM DIVIDING' ,/,lX 
1,FllJoU, 
1 1 UOLLAk.S INTO',/,lX,110, 1 Ii\JCREMENTS OF 1 ,/,1X,Fl0.4, 
2 1 0 1J L L A K S E A C H A N D C O N S I D E R I N G 1 , I 3 , ' P R OJ EC T S ' ) 
5 0 0 F U k. l'-1 ii T ( 1 X , 1 T H E T A B L E G I V I NG T H E B E S T R E T U R N S I S 1 , I 1 0 ) 
6 00 FOK fil AT ( T 1 5, 1 F ( K l 1 , T 2 8, 1 L ( 1 l 1 , T 3 8, 1 L ( 2 l 1 , T 4 8, 1 L ( 3 l 1 , T 5 8 1,'L(4)', 
1 T6H, 'L(S) ',T78, 'L(6) ',T88, 1 L(7} ',T98 , 1 L(8) 1 ,Tl08, 1 L( 1 y ) t ' 
2 Tl17,'L(l0)') 
700 FORMAT{1X,I5,15X,10ll0) 
800 fOR.MAT(lX, 'ALI_OCATIONS FOR THE PARENT PROBLEM ONLY') 








1 T6tl, 'L(5l',T78,'L(6l',T88,'L(7) 1 ,T98 , 1 L(8) 1 ,Tl08, 1 L( 1 y ) I ? 
2 T l l -; , 1 L ( 1 0 ) 1 ) 
r u K /vi A T ( I I ) ~ 
FUR i/1 AT ( ' 1 ' ) 
CAk(J=(j 









00 lU J=l,KLIM 
DO 10 I =l ,i\J 
L C A K [) { J , I ) = 0 
DO 3 J = 1 , KL I fvl 
SAVEF(J)=O.O 
DO 4 I = 1 , f\J 






























DO 20 l=l,N 
CALL kETS(H,KLIM,1) 
() 0 3 U J = 1 , K L I fvl 
F(J)=SAVEF(J) 
l) 0 2 0 J = 2 , K L I fvl 
JPLl=J+l 
JJ=U 
JC CJf11 = 1 
r C C) tv i = O • O 
JJ=JJ+l 
S LJ b = J ~ L 1 - J J 
~STLJK=kl(JJ)+F(SUB) 
IF(~CLiN-~STOR)45,50,50 
~ C C ) ; •·1 = F S -r CJ K 
J C l J '·'1 = J J 
1F(JJ-J)40,60,60 
SAV~~ ( J) =FCOf'-1 
L ( J, l) =JCljfv1-l 
K i\J CJ = 1< r ,: L,i + l 
\·J k l r t-= { ~ k I r,1 T , 2 0 0 0 ) 
i~ t~ I ·1 t~ ( ~ rZ I f \J T , 4 0 0 ) KN O , X CAP , KC AP , H , N 
vJ k l I r: ( r> rZ I i\J T , 1 U O O ) 
~ ·J k I T t ( t-> K I i\J T "' 6 0 0 ) 
l) 0 2 ~ J = 1 , K L I i11  
WR I T E ( ~ K I I\J T <) 2 0 0 ) SAVE F ( J ) , ( L ( J , I ) , I= 1 , N) 
\.-J k I T t ( ~ ~< I h! T , 1 0 0 0 ) 
,..i k I T t: { f-J k I i\J T , 1 0 0 0 ) 
~~J k I T E ( P k I f \J T , 1 0 0 0 ) 
K O L t) = K i\l [I 
~J k I T ~ ( µ k I N T , 5 0 0 ) KOL D 
WkITt(Pklf~T,2000) 
D O 3 lJ O I = 1 , K L I fv\ 
COL=f\J 
R.OW=KL I i"1+l-I 
LC A ~.Z t) ( KO~._; , COL ) = L ( ROW, COL) 





CUf\JT I NUE 
~J k I T E ( P R I f\J T , 8 0 0 ) 
WKIT~(PRINT,1000) 
WkITE(PRINT,1000) 
WR.I TE( ~RI1\JT, 1000) 
WR.I Tt( PKII\JT99QO) 
WRITE{PRI~T,1000) 
DO 7U J=l,KLIM 
JMI f\Jl=J-1 
WRITE(µRINT,700) JMINl,(LCARO(J,I),I=l,N) 































DO 80 I=l~N 
WRITF(PkINT,1000) 
~J R. I T F ( f.J K 1 f\J T , 1 0 0 0 ) 
i~ R I T r-= ( ~ k I f \J T , 1 0 0 0 ) 
~°" k I T i ( ~ LJ 1\J C ~-i , Y O ) 
•.aJ k l T t: ( µ l J ,\j C H , Y O ) 
DO HU J=l,KLIM,10 






w k I T ~ ( P I. I f\J C H , 9 0 } ( V E C T R ( M ) , M = 1 , 2 0 ) 

























































PKOGkAM-POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
THIS ~kUGRAM FITS THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
ALLUCATICJNS TO POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS 
I N ~ LJ T - A 1_ I_ (J C A T I O N S I N U N I T S O F C A P I T A L F R O M T H E 
[) Y 1\J Ii iv'1 I C ~ K O c; R. A M M I N G P lJ f\J C H P k O G R A M 
UlJT~LJT- ~OLYN(J~lIAL EQUATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
USE UF THE ALLOCATOR PRUGRAM 
THIS µkOGkAM CALLS THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE.S 
GENER. 
C Ol\J ST 




THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQU 
AL l L1 1'J 
DI MENS IQi\j XO( 101) ,XI ( 101) 
THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQU 
AL T lJ T ~-i ~ 
µK(JDUCT OF N*(M+l), WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERV 
ATI01\:S AND 
MIS THE HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOM.IAL SPECIFIED. 
" D I fv1 E N S I O N X ( 1 1 1 1 ) 
THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR f;'QH 
Al_ TO THE 
P k CJ D LJ C T O F M * fv\ • 
DIMENSION 01(100) 
THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR FQU 
AL TO 
( i"i + 2 ) ;;:: ( M + 1 ) / 2 • 
0IMEi'1Sl0N 0( 70) 
THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONS MUST BE GREATER THAN OR FQ 
UAL TO tv'i. 
DlMENSIOI\J 8( 10) ,SB( 10) ,T( 10) ,E( 10) ,AA( 11 l,BB( 11 l 
THE FULLOWII\JG DIMENSIONS MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQ 
UAL TLJ 
(i"'1+l). 
DIME NS ION XBAR ( 11), STD( 11 l ,COE( 11) ,SUMSQ ( 11), I SAVE ( 11) 
THE FULLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQU 
AL TO 10 
DIMENSIUN ANS{lO) 
THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION WILL BE USED IF THE PLOT OF 
OBSEf{VED ~ 
DATA AND ESTIMATES IS DESIRED. THE SIZE OF THE DIME 
N S I CJ ,\~ , I N 
THIS CASE, MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO N*3. OT HER \'.t I SE , 
THE SIZE OF DIMENSION MAY BE SET TO 1. 
l) I t~ t f~ S I O f\J P ( 3 0 3 ) 




































FORt-1A T ( 2 OF4. 0) 
3 FOK:1AT(////27H POLYNlJMIAL REGRESSI0N ••••• ,A4,A2/) 
4 ~ U f< i·-'1 A T ( / / 2 3 H N U M B E R U r O B S E R V A T I ON , I 6 / / ) 
5 F CJ r< 1···1 Jj T ( I I 3 2 H POLY NO M I AL REGRESS ION OF DEGREE , I 3 ) 
6 t-=CJRr::1~T ( / / 12H INTtRCEf->T, E20.10) 
7 ~ lJ k 1.-: l\ T ( / / 2 6 H R E GR E S S I ON CO E F F I C I EN T S / ( 6 E 2 0 • 1 0 ) ) 
8 ~0KNAT(///24X,24HANALY5IS OF VARIANCE FOR,I4,19H DEGR 1 E E i-> lJ L Y f\J rJ fv1 I A 
ll/) 
9 FORMAT(///,5X,19HSOURCE OF VARIATI0N,7X,9HDEGREE OF,7X 1 , 6 H S lJ ("-i O F , 
lYX,4HM~AN,lOX,1HF,9X,20HIMPROVEMENT IN TERMS/33X,7HFRE 1 E D CJ t··1 , d X , 
27HSCJlJAKES,7X,6HSQUARE,7X,5HVALUE,8X,17HOF SUM OF SQUAR 1 t: S ) 
l O ~ 0 K t.t; AT ( / / 2 0 H 
1.:>,r2U.5) DUE TO REGRESSION,12X,I6,Fl7.5,Fl4.5,F13 I 
1 1 ~ 0 k i'-1 A T ( 3 2 H 
l4o5) DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION ,I6,Fl7.5,Fl 
1 2 F Ll r'\ i"'1 A T ( 8 X , 5 H T O T A L , 1 9 X , I 6 , F 1 7 • 5 / / / ) 
1 3 :-= CJ K .v, A T ( / / 1 7 H NO I /vl P RO V E ME N T ) 
14 FlJ~MAT{////27X,18HTABLE OF RES1DUALS//l6H. OBSERVATION 11\JCJ Q, 5X, 7HX V 
lALlJE,7X,7HY VALUE,7X,10HY ESTIMATE,7X,8HRESIDUAL/) 15 ~C)kMAT( 3X,I6,Fl8.5,Fl4.5,Fl7.5,Fl5.5) 
FOk1\'1L\ T ( E20 .10) 
t- 0 k i/1 A T ( I 1 I ) 
F U K i··l A T ( ' 1 1 ) 
MX= 5 1 
MY=8 
PUNCH=Y 
KEAD PROBLEM PARAMETER CARD 
100 KEAD (MY,1) PK,PRl,N,M,NPLOT 
IF{N) 260,260,90 
PK.oooPkOBLEM NUMBER (MAY BE ALPHAMERIC) 
PKlooo~kOBLEM NUMBER (CONTINUED) 
N •• oooNUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
M ••••• HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIED 
NPLOT .OPT ION CODE rOR PLOTTI·NG 
0 IF PLOT IS NOT DESIRED. 
1 IF PLOT IS DESIRED. 
PRINT PROBLEM NUMBER AND N. 
WRITE (MX,17) 
WRITE {MX,3) PR,PRl 
WRITE (~1X,4) N 
K F A O I f\J P U T D A T A 
K E A l) ( 1v1 Y ., 2 ) ( X l ( I ) , X D ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
TkAf~SFOKM THE INPUT DATA 
L = N ;;;: f'.''1 









































X( I) IS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, AND X(J) lS THE D EPENDchJT 
\!AKI ABLE. 
X ( J ) = X L) ( I ) 
X ( 1 ) =XI ( I ) 
CALI_ GENER (N,M,X,XBAR,STD,D,SUMSQ) 
tv:M =r-1+ 1 
NB Y 3 = /\J ~ 3 
()0 111 I=l,NBY3 
111 P( I )=O.O 
DO 112 I=l,MM 




SU f\1 = U • 0 
NT= f\J- l 
LA=O 
DO 200 I=l,M 
ISAVE(I)=I 
~:OkiY1 SU8SET OF COKR.ELATION COEFFICIENl: :MA.TRIX CALL CUNST {MM,D,MM,I,ISAVE,DI,E) 
I f \J V E k T T H E S U B M A T k I X O F C O R R E L A T I O N C O E F F I C I E NT S C A L L L f\J R- E G ( D I , I , D E T , B , T ) 
CALL lNVkT (N,I,XBAR,STD,SUMSQ,DI,E,ISAVE,B,SB,T,ANS) C µklf~T THE kESULT OF CALCULATION 
~"RITt (MX,5) I 
SUMI~=ANS(4)-SUM-0.001 
IF(ANS{7) l 135,130,130 
1 3 5 I F ( l\ r,J S ( 7 ) + 0 • 1 ) 1 4 0 , 1 3 6 , 1 3 6 
136 ANS ( /) =0.0 
Af\JS ( 1 (J) =Af\JS ( 6) 
130 IF(Slii·:l}-.J) 140, 140, 150 
l 4 0 ~\' k I r F ( ;,/, X , 1 3 ) 
I M I i\J 1 == l - 1 
~-J K. I T ~ ( ~ l J f\J C ~-i , 1 6 ) A A ( 1 ) , ( B B ( I I ) , I I = 1 , I M I N 1 ) 
\_; C1 T r] .-!. 1 U 
1 5 0 W k I T f ( 1·:, X , 6 ) A N S ( 1 ) 
w k I r ~ ( t-..~ X , -1 ) ( B ( J ) , J = 1 , I ) 
~~ k I T f ( 1'·'1 X , 8 ) I 
wRITt= (,,iX,Y) 
S lJ 1-1 = A i,J S ( 4 ) 
AA( 1 )=Ai'\JS ( 1) 
DO 1 5 ~ I I = 1 , I 
155 8B(II )=8( 1 I) 
w K I r f- ( tv, X , 1 0 ) I , AN S ( 4 ) , A N S ( 6 ) , A N S ( I O l ,, S (fM I P·· NI =.A1\iS ( M) 
~-JR. I TE- ( ,vi X, 11 ) NI , ANS ( 7 ) , ANS ( 9 ) 
WkIT~ (MX,12) NT,SUMSQ(MM) 
C SAVE ClJEFFICIENTS FOR CALCULATION OF Y ESTIMATES C CJ t ( 1 ) = A r\J S ( l ) 





200 CONT I NLJE 
C TEST WHETHEk PLOT IS DESIRED 
2 l O I F ( f\! ~ L CJ T ) 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 2 2 0 
C Ct\LClJLATE ESTIMATES 
2 2 0 i\J J.J 3 = f\j + f\J 
221 
D CJ 2 3 0 I = 1 , N 
N P 3 = 1\J f.J 3 + 1 




l,U T lJ 2 2 3 
1_ Ai~= LA 222 
223 i)O 2 3 U J = 1 , l_ A A 
~(N~3)=P(NP3)+X(L)*COE(J+l) 
230 L=L+f\J 
C CU~Y OBSERVtO DATA 
N2 = I\J 
L = i\J ~ fY1 
0 0 2 4 0 I = l , r\J 
P (I) =X (I) 
N2=1\J2+1 
,_ = L + 1 
2 4 0 j.) { (\J 2 ) = X ( L ) 
C PKINT TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
WRITE (MX,3) Pk,PRl 
WRITE (fv1X,5) LA 
WRITE (lvlX,14) 
NP2=N 
N P 3 = f \J + f\J 
DO 250 I=l,N 
NP2=Nf->2+1 





2 5 0 W R I T t ( fvl X , 1 5 ) I , P ( I ) , P ( N P 2 ) , P ( .N P 3·.) , R E S I 0. 
WRITE(MX,18) 
CALL D~AWS (LA,P,N,3,0,1) 
GO TO 100 






















T H I S t-J K O G k A 1v·1 i"l A K E S A L L O C A T I O N S B A S E D U P O N 
POLYf\JQ\1lAL FIT OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALLOCATIONS 
IN~UT-COE~~ICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS FROM ~ CJ L Y i\j U tv i I A L F I T P R O G k A fVI 
UUT~UT-ALLfJCATIONS TO BE COMPARED WITH DYNAMIC 
µKU l~ k At,: ;vi I i\J G ALL O CAT IONS 
ALLUCATUK CALLS THE RET SUBROUTINE 
K E A L iv'1 U C H 9 K F: E P 
INT~G~K CAKD,PKOJ,POW,TEST,PRINT,PROB(78),SWICH 
U I i "' E 1'J S l LJ f \J C O E F F ( 1 1 , 1 0 ) 
,: (.) rv1 i-i IJ 1\J K E -r S 
1 0 0 F CJ k ;-.·1 6 T ( 7 b A 1 , I 2 ) 




F O K i V1 /~ T ( 1 X ' t T H E MON E y A L L O C A T E D TO p R O J E C T I ' I 4 ' I I s ' ' 2 X 1,El4o!, 
r= CJ 1 < {', ', L\ T ( 1 X , '/ 8 A 1 , / / ) 
1 ' ! H.J !_ L A K S , G I V I N G A R E TU RN O F 
' , E 14. 7, ' DOLLARS ' ) 
fl) K 1/1 JJ. T ( / ' I THE TOT AL RE Tu RN ON ' ' I 4' I p R OJ EC Ts w I TH AN 1 l i\J V c S T i"•'i ~ 1\J T 0 










µ k I i\J T = '.::> 
CA K IJ = H 
[)O 12 PkOJ=l,11 
DU 12 f--JUW=l,10 
C O t: F r-= ( ~ k tJ J , P CJ W ) = 0 • 0 
K E /\ L) ( C /:i. k. D r, 1 (J O ) P R. 0 B , T E S T 
Wk I T ~= ( ~ k I /,J T , 4 0 0 ) ( PROB ( I ) , I= 1 , 7 8 ) 
pr{ ll J = u 
~0~; =U 
K E A ,J { C AR D , 6 0 0 ) 
~OW=~UW+l 
KEAU(CAkD,200) COEFF(PKOJ,POW) 
IF ( Cl)EFF ( ~kOJ, µow) )2 ,3,2 
IF(P~UJ-TEST)l,4,4 
READ(CA~ZD,200) VALUE 




t-< E A [J { C~ .4 k D , 2 0 0 ) MU C H 
K E E f-J = r•i U C H 
I F ( i'-1 lJ C H ) 1 1 , 1 0 , 1 1 
Ar'-,1\JT=VALUE*MUCH 
R. E T LJ T = 0 • 0 
SURTU=O.O 

























5 SlJBTO=SLJBTO+COEFF(MANY, I )*MUCH**( 1-1 )*VALUE 












GO TL! 7 
I F ( A t-'i 1\J T - S U b T O - T O T A L } 2 6 , 1 6 , 1 6 




[) I F F = i':1 U C H ~;~ 0 • 0 0 0 1 
iv\ U C r-, == r ") U C H - 0 I F F 
SW IC r--i = U 




K E T LJ T = k t: T O ·r + R t T S 
tv:ANY =t<i1/J,f\JY-l 
I F ( iv1 A !\J Y ) 8 , 8 , 1 7 
I F ( SY! I CH ) . 8 , 8 , 6 
















































































THIS SU~ROUTINE CONSTKUCTS A VECTOR OF RETURNS FOR 
TH~ AMUUNT OF MONEY APP~OPRIATED TO A PKOJECT AND 
THE FINENESS UF THE GRID. 
IN~UT-A~10UNT OF MONEY, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ANO 
t> k CJ J t C T i\J l J fv1 ~ E R. 
0 LJ T P LJ T - A S A B O V E 
TH 1 S S LJ o K ll l.J TI f\J E CALLS NO O TH:ER S.:U:B,P·:R.OGRAMS 
SUB k LJ LJ T I i\J E R ET S ( H, KL I f--1, I ) 






GO TU (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11),I 
Kl(K)=o.10;:;~x 
GO Tll 40 
Kl(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*l.O 
GO T LJ 4 0 
Kl(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*2.00 
GO TU 40 
Kl(K)=Z.718281829**(-10.0/X)*3.0 
GO TU 40 
Kl(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*4.0 
GO Tl) 40 
KI(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*5.0 
GO T lJ 4 0 
Kl(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*6.0 
GO TtJ 40 
Kl(K)=?.718281829**(-10.0/X)*7.0 
(;Q TlJ 40 
Kl(~)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*8.0 
GO TU 40 
~I(K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*9.0 
GO T lJ 4 0 
Kl{K)=2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*l0.0 
IF{K-KLIM)50,60,60 
C O f\J T I i\J LJ E 
































lNDEPENDENT VARIABLES UP TOM POWER 
MEANS 
STANDAkD DEVIATIONS 
SUMS OF CKOSS PRODUCTS OF DEVIATIONS 
FROM MEANS OF PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS 
INPUT-FROM ~OLYf\JOMIAL ClJRVE FITTING PROGRAM 
OUTPUT- AS ABOVE 
THIS SUBkOUTINE CALLS NO OTHER SUBµROGRAMS 
S U B k O LJ T I N E G E f\J E R ( N , fv\ , X , X B AR , S T D , D , S U M S Q ) 
0 I f"1 E i\J S I O N X ( 1 ) , X B A R ( 1 ) , S T D ( 1 ) , D ( 1 ) , S U M S Q ( 1 } 
GENEKATE INDEPENDENT VARIA~LES 
IF (M-1 ) 105,105,90 
90 Ll=O 
00 100 1=2,M 
Ll=Ll+N 








DO 115 I=l,MM 
XBAk( I }=O.O 
[)0 110 J=l,N 
L=L+l 
110 XbAK( I )=XBAR( I )+X(L) 
115 XBAk( I )=XBAR.{ I )/OF 
DO 130 I=l,fv\M 
130 STD( I )=O.O 
CALCLJLATE SUMS OF CROSS':--·PRo·ou:cr·s: OF' DEVIATI·ONS. 
L = ( ( fv'1 fvi + 1 } ~( M M ) / 2 
DO 150 I=l,L 
.150 0( I )=O.O 
DO 170 K=l,N 
L=O 




DO 170 I==l,J 
L 1 = N ;:: ( I - 1 ) + K 




DO 175 J=l,MM 









DO 175 I= 1, J 
'- = L + 1 
1 7 5 [) ( L ) = D ( L ) - S T D ( I ) * S T D ( J ) / Q:F 
L=O 
DO 180 l=l,MM 
L=L+I 
S LJ fll1 S C-.i ( I ) = l1 ( L ) 
1 8 0 S T LJ ( I ) = S C.J t-< T ( A B S ( D ( L ) ) ) 
C CALCULATE COkkELATION COEFFICIENTS 
L=O 
DO lYU J=l,MM 
DO lYO l=l,J 
L=L+l 
190 D(L)=D(L)/(STD(I)*STO(J)) 
C CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
U F = S (J K T { D F - 1 • 0 ) 
[)0 2l)U I=l,fvlM 
200 STD( I )=STD( I )/Or-
k ET Uk f\J 
t: ND 
' 
















































































THIS SUBkOUTINE CONST~UCTS, FROM A LARGER MATRIX 
OF CUKKELATION COEF~ICI~NTS, A SUBSET MAT~IX OF 
INTERCUkkELATIONS AMU~!G INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
AN (J A V EC T LJ k O F I f\J T I:: RC O RR E I_ A T I ON S O F I ND E PEND E·N.T 
VAKIABLES WITH DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
IN~UT- FKOM POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
OLJTPUT- AS ABOVE 
THIS SUBR.OLJTINE CALLS NO OTHER SUBPROGRAMS 
SUBklJUTINE CONST (M,R,NDEP,K,ISAVE,RX,RY) 
DIMt:f\JSlOf\J K( 1), I SAVE( 1) ,RX( 1) ,RY( 1) 
CO~Y INTERCOKRELATIONS OF INDEPENDENT VA:Rr.Aates 
WITH DEPtNDENT VAkIABLE 
MM=O 
DO 130 J=l,K 
L2=1SAVE(J) 
I F ( i"\J L) ~ ~ ·- L 2 ) 1 2 2 , 1 2 3 , 1 2 3 
L = i\J f) f fJ + ( L 2 * L 2 - L 2 ) / 2 
GCI TCJ 125 
L=L2+{NDEP*NDEP-NOEP)/2 
K. y ( J ) = K ( I_ ) 
COPY A SUBSET MATRIX OF INTER·C::.O·RR.:tL.A.TI:ONS AMONG 
INUE~ENLlENT VARIABLES 
DO 130 I= 1 , K 
Ll=ISAVE( I) 
IF(Ll-L2) 127, 128, 128 
L=Ll+(L2~~L2-L2)/2 
GO TU 12Y 
L=L2+(Ll*Ll-Ll)/2 
/'Ii fv'1 = M f'vi + l 
r< X ( 1"'1 i"1 ) = R ( L ) 
PLACE TH~ SUBSCRIPT NUMBER 
VAkIABLt IN ISAVE(K+l) 
ISAVE(K+l)=NDEJJ 
KE T lJ i< I\J 
ENO 
















· .. -~ 


























THIS SUS~OUTINE PERFORMS A MULTIPLE LINEAR KEGktSSION ANALYSIS FOR A DEPENDENT VARIABLE ANO A SET UF I1\JDE~~NDENT VARIABLES IN~UT- FkO~ POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING PROGRAM OUTPLJT-AS ABOVE 
THIS SUBkOUTINE CALLS NO OTHER SUBPROGRAMS SUBkOUTINE LNkEG (N,K,XBAR,STD,D,RX,RY,ISAVE,B,SB,T,AN 1S) 
I) IM E f\J SI ON X BAR ( 1 ) , STD ( 1 ) , D ( 1 ) , RX ( 1 ) , RY ( 1 ) , IS AVE ( 1 ) , B ( 1 l), SB ( l), 
l T ( 1 ) , ANS ( 10 ) 
MM=K+l 
BETA WEIGHTS 
DO 100 J=l,K 
B(J )=O.O 
DO 110 J=l,K 
L 1 =r<:.:~ ( J-1) 
DO 110 l=l,K 
1_ = I_ 1 + I 




COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 00 12 0 I = 1 , K 
k M = k f--i + b ( I ) ~~ K Y ( I ) 
K~GkESSION COEFFICitNTS 
L=lSA.Vt( I) 
B { I ) = b ( I ) ~:. ( S T D ( L 1 ) / S T D ( L ) ) 
:\; .. 
C INT~kCEPT 
1 2 0 e O = e (J + o { I ) ~~ X B A R ( L ) 
BO=XbAk(Ll)-BO 
C SLJ1V1 Ur- SQUARES ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGR.,E.S'S.ION· SS AK =kiv\::::fJ ( L 1) 
C MULTIPLE COk~ELATION COEFFICIENT kM= Sl.Jk T ( ABS ( krv·,)) 
C S l.J fv'1 0 t- S l~ U A R E S O F D E V I A T I ON S F ROM R E G R E S ·s I :t) N S S Dk = l) ( L 1 ) - S S AK 
C VAKIANCE OF ESTIMATE FN=N-K-1 
SY=SSL)K/FN 
C STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS DO 130 J=l,K 
Ll =K::~ ( J-1) +J 
'I 
I L=ISAVE(J) 











S S Ar< i·1 = S S AK / F K 
s s [) k i"'1 = s s Dk/ F N 
t-= = s s A K ;. I / s s IJ K M 
Ai\JS ( 1) =8CJ 
Af\JS ( 2) =r-<M 
ANS{3)=SY 
A,\JS ( 4) =SSAK 
Ar\JS l :>) =FK 
Ai\JS ( 6) =SSAkM 







































T H I S S LJ B ~ 0 U T I N E I NV E R T S A M A TR I X 
I N µ LJ T - fv1 A T R. I X T O B E I N V E R T E D F R O M T H E P O L Y NO M I A L 
CLJkVE FITTING PKOGRAM 
0 LJ T t-> lJ T - T H t I 1,1 V E R T E D M A T K I X 
T H I S S l J b k LJ LJ T I f\J E C A L L S NO O T H E R · S U B. PR O G RA M S 
SUBH.UlJT I f\JE I NVR. T ( A, N, D, L, M) 
D I M E f\J S l U f \J A ( 1 ) , L ( 1 ) , M ( 1 ) 







N K =- f\J 




KK = 1\JK +K 
l:3 I GA ==A ( KK) 
DO 2U J=K,N 
I Z = ,\r;l~ ( J - 1 ) 
DO 20 l=K,N 
IJ=IL+I 
IF( AoS(BIGA)- ABS(A(IJl)) 15,20,20 
15 cllljA=A(IJ) 
L(K)=I 
f-1 ( K ) = J 





DO 30 I=l,N 
Kl=Kl+N 
HOL lJ=-A (KI ) 
Jl=KI-K+J 
A(Kl )=A(JI) 
30 A(Jl) =HOLD 
INTEkCHANGE COLUMNS 
3 5 I = tv·, ( K ) 
IF( 1-K) 45,45,38 
3 8 J P = f \J ;;~ ( I - 1 ) 





40 A ( J I ) =HO L 0 
DIVIDE COLUMN 
T IS BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMEN , 
COhJTAINED IN BIGA) 


























































KET LJ k f\J 
48 DO 55 I=l,N 
IF( 1-K) 50,55,50 
5 0 I K = i\J K + I 
A( lK)=A( IK)/(-BIGA) 
5 5 C O N T I 1\J LJ E 
R.E[)UCE MATRIX 
00 65 I=l,N 
lK=NK+I 
IJ=l-1\J 
DO 65 J=l,N 
IJ=IJ+N 
, I F ( I -K ) 6 0, 6 5 , 60 
60 IF(J-K) 62,65,62 
62 KJ=IJ-I+K 
A ( I J ) = A ( I K ) * A ( K J ) + A- ( I J .) 
6 5 C O f\J T I f \J U E 
DIVIDE KOW BY PIVOT 
KJ=K-N 




75 CONT I f\JUE 
C PkODUCT OF PIVOTS 
D=D*BIGA 
C kEPLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL 
A(KK)=l.0/BIGA 
C 
8 0 C O f\J T I i\J U E 
100 
105 





IF( 1-K) 120,120,108 
1 0 8 J CJ = /\J ;.;~ ( K - 1 ) 
J R = /\J ;;;~ ( I - 1 ) 









DO 130 I=l,N 
KI =KI +f\J 
HO L [J = A ( KI ) 
JI=KI-K+J 







A ( J I ) 
GO TU 








































S lJ B k. 0 lJ T I N E DR AW S 
T H I S S U tj R. 0 LJ T I N E P L O T S C R O S S V A R I A B L E S V E R S U S 
A dASF VAkIASLE 
IN~UT- KASE VARIABLE AND CROSS VARIABLES FROM 
T H E f-> U L Y N O 111 1 I A L C LJ R V E F I T T I N G P ROG R AM 
UUT~UT-A PLLJT AS ABOVE 
THIS SUBkOUTINE CALLS NO OTHER SUBPRO,GRAMS. 
S U B K 1J LJ T I f\J E D k A W S ( r\J O , A , N , M , N L , N S ) 
[) I r-Jj E i\J S I O hJ O U T ( 1 U 1 ) , Y P R ( 1 1 ) , A N G ( 9 ) , A ( 1 ) 
C CJ f'.1 i'·1 L J i\J ,v1 X , ,vi Y 
1 ~ 0 k r·-1 AT ( 6 U X , 7 H CH ART , I 3, / ) 
2 r= tJ t~ 1/1 AT ( 1 X , F 11 • 4, 5 X, 101 A 1 ) 
• 3 ~ LJ K ,..-, A l ( 2 X ) 
5 F () k /v; A T ( 1 0 A 1 ) 
7 FOR-tviAT( l6X,101H. 
1 • 
1 • 
• 1 ) 
8 FOKMAT (//,YX,llFl0.4) 
NLL=i\JL 




SUKT BASE VAt{IABLE DATA 11\J ASC.ENODING. ORO-ER 
l O DO l ~ I = 1 , N 
[) 0 1 4 J = I , I\J 
lF(A(I)-A(J)) 14, 14, 11 
11 L=I-1\J 














(: 0 i\J T I i\J U E 
C CJ /\J T l 1\J U E 
TcST NLL , 
lF(NLL) 20, 18, 20 
NLL=50 
~ k I f\J T T I T L E 
Wk.I Tt:: ( MX, l )NO 
• 
kEAu BLANK ANO DIGITS FOR PRINTING 
KEAD(~lY,5) BLANK,(ANG( I),1=1,9) 
F 1 i\J [J S C A L E F O k B A S E V AR I A B L E 
XSCAL=(A(1\J)-A( 1) )/(FLOAT(NLL-1)) 
~ I f~ L) S C AL E F Ok C R O S S - V AR I AB L E S 
Ml=f\J+l 
M 2 = , -.1 ;~ 1\J 
Y t-1i I i'J = A ( M 1 ) 
Y M A X = Y iv'1 I N 
00 40 J=Ml,M2 
IF(A(J)-YMIN) 28,26,26 

















26 lF(A(J)-YMAX) 40,40,30 
28 YMl~\J=A{J) 
1..:,[) rti 4U 
3 0 Y fvi A X == A ( J ) 
4 0 C Cl i\J 1 l i\J Uc 
YSCAL==(YMAX-YMIN)/100.0 
.-.. 
C ~INu BASE VA~IABLE PRINT 
XB=A( 1) P(J S. I T I Oil\J_ 
i_ = 1 
MYX = M-1 











GCJ TO 50 





50 DO 5~ IX=l,101 
5 5 U LJ T ( I X ) = B I_ A f\J K 
DO 6 0 J = 1 , f v, Y X 
L L = I_ + J ;;:: N 
IF(YSCAL) 62,61,62 
JP=l 
GO TU 63 
JP= { ( A ( LL )-YMIN )/YSCAL )+l.O 
U LJ T ( J ~ ) = A N G ( J ) ,,. 
6 0 C CJ f\J T I (\J LJ E 
~kl1\JT LINE AND CLEAR, OR SKIP 
W R I T E ( 1·1 X , 2 ) X P k , ( 0 U T ( I Z ) , I Z = 1 , 1 0 1 ) 
L=L+l 
GCJ TU dO 
l O ~·J R I T t ( f'vi X , 3 ) 
80 l=I+l 
I F ( I - i\J L L ) 4 5 , 8 4 , 8 6 
H 4 X P K = -6. { i\J ) 
GU TU 50 
C ~KINT CROSS-VARIABLES NUMBERS 
8 6 W K I T t ( 1"-1 X , 7 ) 
Y P k ( l ) = Y 1\1 I N 
[) 0 Y U K i\J = 1 , 9 
90 yµk(~N+l )=YPk(KN)+YSCAL*lO.O 
Y f-J r-< ( 1 l ) = Y f111 A X 
w k l T L ( l'-1 X ' 8 ) ( y p R ( I p ) ' I p = 1 ' 1 1 ) 
KET lJ K t\J 












































THIS SUBROUTlf\JE GIVES THE RETURN FOR- A GIVEN 
A rv1 [) u I\J T u F 1v1 0 r\J E y AN D A G I V E N p RO J E C T 
IN~UT-~KOJECT NUMBER AND AN AMOUNT OF MONEY 
U LJ T ~ lJ T - T H E k F T U R. N 
S U B k fJ t J T I f\J t R E T ( M AN Y , X ) 
C O fv'1 i ,,., lJ i ,J K E T S 
I = fv\ A 1\1 Y 
t_; 0 T iJ ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7, 8 , 9, 10, 11 ) , I 
KETS =U.lO*X 
K E T I.J r..Z N 
kETS =2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*l.O 
r<. E T I.) :..Z f\J 








K E T IJ ""( f\J 
KETS =2.71828182Y**(-10.0/X)*3.0 
K. E 1- lJ ,..z f\J 
KETS =2.718281829**(-10.0/X')*4.0 
r<. E T . J r..Z f\J 
kETS =2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*5.0 







KETS =2.718281829**(-10.0/X)*9.0 kETUKi\J 
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